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What kinds of animals have stripes?

And why do they have them?

To hide more easily?

To recognize one another?

To warn enemies to stay away?

In this book, you’ll learn that animals

have stripes for all these reasons…

and more! 

With lyrical, rhyming text and 

bright, bold images, award-winning

author and illustrator Susan Stockdale

introduces young readers to the many

ways in which animals around the

world wear their stripes. An afterword

tells a bit more about each animal

and where it lives, and readers can

test their knowledge of animal stripes

with a fun matching game at the end!

ISBN 13: 978-1-56145-695-6
ISBN 10: 1-56145-695-0 $15.95
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For my wonderful siblings, 

Sally,  Ann, and Lee,

and to the memory of our beloved brother, Grant



sliding through weeds.Stripes found in water,



and darting through reeds.Drinking from rivers,
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